Inviting young students from schools across the Northeast to participate in some exciting competitions around our environment!!

Short Film & Art Competitions for Students

A. Short Film Competition
Let your audio-visual creativity flow free! Make a 2-3 minute Short Film under either of the themes - ‘Green Humour’ or ‘Innovations in Conservation’. Any subject and location under these themes can be chosen.

B. Art Competition
Young Artists can submit a painting, a drawing, a sketch or a cartoon animation strip on the theme - ‘A Laugh on the Wild Side’. You can select the size and medium for the art work.

Deadline for submission for both competitions is April 25th. A Jury, comprising of experts from the field, will assess the entries. Two winners per category will be awarded at the Green Hub Festival.

Further details of the competitions are available on our website: www.dustyfootindia.com & www.northeastnetwork.org

You can contact us on +91-9871014089; 9957034805 for any further clarifications.
Green Hub Festival
11\textsuperscript{th}-13\textsuperscript{th} May, 2018 at Tezpur, Assam

Inviting young students from schools across the Northeast to participate in some exciting competitions around our environment!!

The Green Hub Festival

The Green Hub, (a North East Network - Dusty Foot initiative), was established in 2015 at Tezpur, Assam, as a Fellowship based Program that trains youth from across the northeast region for conservation action through the digital medium. The fellowship program culminates in an engaging three day event in the month of May every year. The event encourages myriad ways of seeing and understanding our natural heritage, besides examining the role we play in impacting it. Key experts share their knowledge and learnings through invigorating discussions and dialogue on issues that are central to the environment and social development of the Northeast.

In local partnerships with Schools, Colleges, Universities, Citizen Groups and Local Clubs as well as with Local Government Bodies and NGO’s, the Green Hub Event reaches out to a vast audience of varying ages.

About the Competitions

The Film and Art Competitions are a part of the Green Hub Festival activities that encourages children from the northeast region to focus on environmental issues and how they affect their communities, and then to express their concerns about the environment through their creative endeavors. The goal of the Competitions is to increase environmental awareness amongst the young student population.

The Competition is open to children between the ages of 12 and 18. A student can submit the final film or art work individually or as part of a team. Only one entry per student or team is allowed under each competition, but the student/s can submit entries to both the competitions.
A. Short Film Competition

Let your audio-visual creativity flow free! Make a 2-3 min. Short Film under either of the following themes

- **‘Green Humour’** - Environmental issues are serious but a film on them need not necessarily be so. You can make a film that can make the audience laugh but at the same time get the point across. You can choose any subject related to environment or wildlife and give it a humorous twist.

- **‘Innovations in Conservation’** - The film can showcase the work of an individual or an organisation that highlights their use of innovative methods to address conservation of the environment, wildlife and biodiversity in the Northeast.

Any subject and location that supports the selected theme can be chosen. You can decide on your own scripting, shooting and editing format. The film can be shot on phone cameras too. More emphasis will be laid on assessing the storyline and approach to the theme, than on technical aspects of the film.

The final film in mp4 format has to be uploaded and sent to us along with the filled up form that is provided below. Those shortlisted will need to bring the film on a pen drive.

B. Art Competition

Young Artists can submit a painting, a drawing, a sketch or a cartoon animation strip on the theme - ‘A Laugh on the Wild Side’. The artist needs to use his/her creative imagination to make an artwork that is both humorous and thought provoking. You can select any size (below A2 size), material and medium for the artwork.

The final artwork has to be scanned and sent to the email id provided below, along with the filled up form that is provided below. Those shortlisted will need to bring the original art work along with them when they come to Tezpur for the Festival, along with the scanned image on a pen drive.
Submission Deadline

All entries to both the competitions should reach us by April 25th along with the filled out form that is attached below. To submit your film, first upload the clip on Vimeo or YouTube and email the link along with the password to greenhubfest@gmail.com.

Please ensure that your link is password protected and the same remains active till the end of the selection process.

For the Art Competition, the scanned image can be emailed to greenhubfest@gmail.com. The original art work has to be couriered to Green Hub, Jonak, Kumargaon, Tezpur 784001, Assam, India.

Assessment and Announcement of winners

A Jury, comprising of experts from the field, will assess the entries. Two winners per category will be awarded at the Green Hub Festival. Certificates for the same will also be given.

You can contact us on +91-9871014089; 9957034805 for any further clarifications.
Form to be attached with the submissions

Name of Student/s_______________________________________________________

Name of School_________________________________________________________

Age of Student/s________________________________________________________

Competition Art/Film____________________________________________________

Title of Artwork/Film_____________________________________________________

Theme______________________________________________________________

Details of Artwork/Film - What it is about
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Shooting Format/Medium or material used for artwork
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Why did you choose this theme?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Any other detail that you would like us to know about
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________